
Video Wall Controllers for Control Rooms and Collaboration Rooms

VuScape series



VuScape is video wall controller for small to large scale video walls, single or multi - display projections. VuScape is based 

on a PCI - Express architecture and offers a powerful backbone to show many signals and data uncompressed and in full 

frame rate simultaneously. The controller is based on a quad-core INTEL CPU system that runs by default on a Windows 

operating system and guarantees to run any Windows application. Thanks to the multi-screen capability, any desktop 

wall configuration can be generated. These desktop surfaces can then be connected to show inputs, network signals or 

standard Windows applications simultaneously on a video wall. These opens many possibility into one system.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES
        Up to 64x inputs and outputs  
  
        Up to 3840x2160 inputs and output resolution

        Synchronized outputs

        Multiple types of input boards available

        24-bit true color image processing at full frame rate

        HDCP support

        Support for standard Windows applications

        Decoding of IP streams through IP Decoding  
        Boards or Software Decoding

BRIDGING AV WITH IT
All these data and signals can be captured into one system and and this gives the freedom to display just anything, and 

thus close the gap.



IP SIGNAL ENCODING & DECODING

PERFORMANCE

        Intel® Quad Core CPU up to 3.5GHz  
  
        High End Server components

        8GB to 64 GB RAM

        DUAL Gigabit Network  
  
        PCI Express G3 X8 backplane

VuScape sets a new standard in applications for video walls. It supports an unparallelled bandwidth and guarantees full 

frame rates without frame drops. The signals are transmitted with high color format quality and offers an outstanding 

quality for text, video and graphics signals. VuScape is equipped with a INTEL Quad Core CPU of the newest generation 

and ensures high-performance in the preparation of all the applications.

24/7 AVAILABILITY
The redundant server components of the VuScape ensure a 24/7 operation.  

VuScape can meet the demands of any visualization and provides redundancy and hot plug functions for all critical 

components.

        Redundant power supplies (Hot-Swap)  
  
        RAID 1/5 with SSD drives

        Hot swap fan (Fan controlled)  
  
        PCI Express backplane

4K VIDEO SIGNAL PROCESSING
VuWall offers a selection of cards to capture and display a wide range of video sources. The range of cards are from 

Display Port, HDMI, DVI, VGA, SDI / HDSDI, Component, Composite to SVIDEO inputs. All these signals can be shown 

simultaneously without limitations on each output. Each source is also captured in full framerate and depending on the 

board also up to 4K at 60Hz. 

Signals coming from IP cameras, encoder or streaming server can be encoded and decoded inside the controller by 

software encoding and hardware decoding. A decoder card can handle a few 4K streams or up to 16x HD or up to 

100x SD streams. Multiple boards can be used in the system to decode and show simultaneously up 1000+ streams in 

30/60fps and on the system without frame drops. 



BIG DATA VISUALIZATION
VuScape can display any kind of content coming from cloud/network-based solutions . These can be any kind of content 

and data which is available in the network, such as websites, data, third party SCADA, business analytics and social media 

data.

WINDOWS APPLICATIONS
Through the fact the system is based on Windows OS any kind of programs can be launched and displayed. These can 

be any Office documents, picture and movie files. Also any application for example SCADA, PSIM, VMS which run on 

Windows can be installed. 

NEARLY UNLIMITED PIXEL SPACE
By using the complete resolution of the system, there is hardly no limitation on the pixel space which can be used. 

VuScape can show up to 32000x32000 Pixel natively and all the data and signals can be displayed without boundaries 

in one system. 



OVERVIEW MODELS

MANAGEMENT
VuScape comes with the award winning VuWall2 video wall management software by default. With this powerful 

software, the user has almost unlimited possibilities to control and manage the large screens. With the intuitive and 

very easy to use software it is a simple to collaborate between multiple screens and operators. 

Model VuScape VS120 VuScape VS280 VuScape VS400 VuScape VS560 VuScape VS640

Hardware

INTEL XEON E5 / 8GB RAM

240GB SSD Drives with optional RAID

Up to two network ports

Standard or redundant power supply

Windows 7 or 10 64bit Version, Windows 2008 / 2012 Server R2 64Bit

Inputs

Up to 12x Up to 28x Up to 40x Up to 56x Up to 64x

Outputs

Up to 12x Up to 28x Up to 40x Up to 56x Up to 64x

Decoding

Up to 100x D1 
streams

Up to 250x D1 
streams

Up to 1000x D1 
streams

Up to 1000x D1 
streams

Up to 1000x D1 
streams
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